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Executive Summary 

Short term the market has two choices, as already outlined in last weekend’s update: short term rally to SPX2165 

+/-5 and then drop to SPX2100 +/-5 before the next big rally to SPX2350-ish ensues; or rally directly from here in 5-

waves up to SPX2195 to signal the start for that same rally.  

Market breadth is once again reaching extreme low values from which rallies materialize, though the weekly TI charts 

would like to see lower prices.  

Market sentiment and fund manager allocation are at record lows: This week's bullish sentiment reading ranks as 

the 104th lowest reading out of the more than 1,500 weekly results recorded during the 29-year history of our 

weekly survey, while cash positions are the 2nd highest since 2001 for institutional investors (yes even higher than at 

the tail end of the 2008/2009 market crash). These contrarian indicators signal a large move will soon be at hand as 

market crashes don’t happen with a sour crowd sitting on heaps of cash; quite the contrary…  

 

How to trade this? 

Nothing has changed since last week as price is still in the noise zone. A break above SPX2145 targets SPX2160. A 

break above SPX2170 targets SPX2195. A break below SPX2125 targets SPX2105. Those are our actionable levels for 

long and short/inverse ETF positions. 

Please remember that cash is a position too. In sideways/uncertain markets it can in fact be the best position to be 

in: when in doubt stay or get it. Once the break out or -down occurs based on the (above mentioned) price levels 

cash can then be deployed to enter the right position.  
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Elliot Wave Update 

Last weekend we presented two counts (red and blue) and this week the market has not (in)validated either one so 

we’re stuck with both until we get a resolution (from last weekend’s update): 

1) Red arrows: intermediate ii still unfolding. We’d get one more abc up to close the gap at SPX2163, with b 

dropping to SPX2128 and c=a=35 relationship to SPX2163. This will then be followed by one lower low to 

SPX2105. At SPX2105 when then also have a c=a=75 relationship. 

2) Blue arrows: intermediate ii completed and minor 1 of intermediate ii is underway targeting around 

SPX2185-2195. 

Figure 1.  SPX hourly chart with the two most likely price-action options going forward. 

 

We got the drop to SPX2128 (well to SPX2125 to be exact, so not a shabby prediction here either ;-) ) and a choppy 

“rally” since. As such we can count this as a set of abc’s (red arrows) or a set of 1st and 2nd waves (blue arrows). A 

break above SPX2170 will mean the latter and target ~SPX2195 for all of green 1, a rally to SPX 2160ish (+/-5) will 

mean the former. Simple. That’s all there is to it short term.  
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Market update 

The daily chart of the S&P500 doesn’t show these two potentials in the same detail and looks instead rather messy, 

with price still below the lower green uptrend channel. That by itself remains a bearish set up. Price also remains 

below its 20d and 50d SMA. That also remains a short to intermediate term bearish set up. But, price is still well 

above its 200d SMA, which is rising, and remains well above the BREXIT low. That is intermediate to long term bullish. 

We still have the positive divergences on the RSI5, A.I. and MFI, and now also on the MACD as it has turned back up. 

Those are short to intermediate term bullish indications. Friday’s candle was reasonable bullish, but Bulls need to 

see price back above the 20d, 50d SMA (i.e. > SPX2160) to be more certain the next leg up is underway; which is 

inline with the hourly chart projections. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart: Positive divergences, but no real follow through yet.  
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Don’t change a winning team and we therefore continue with our easy to understand 34-day trading interval chart 

as it shows how price has turned up one day after the October 14 interval, but turned down on the October 19 

Bradley Turn date, which was medium strong. However, overall price is up for the week. (See next page). Price, 

however, has been unable to reclaim the dotted blue and red trend lines. Bulls need to reclaim those levels to get 

the upside going.  

Our net 34-day trading interval is on November 10, which is (of course!?!?) 2 days after the U.S. Presidential 

elections. The next (strong) Bradley turn date is November 26, and although corrections can draw out for as long as 

they want we have a hard time seeing this market stay sideways for another month. But, weirder things have 

happened. 

Figure 3. SPX Time-Fibs and longer term trend lines for support and resistance. 
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The weekly S&P500 chart (line chart to show closing prices only as to reduce intra-day noise) shows how price closed 

again below its 20W SMA ((SPX2142) and the weekly A.I. continues to be on a non-ideal sell while all other TIs also 

continue to point down wanting to see lower prices. Note though that all weekly SMAs (20, 50, 100, 150, 200) are 

pointing up, and stacked bullishly (20>50>100>150>200) and thus the long term trend remains up, while support 

remains at SPX2100,  

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart: closed below 20w SMA. Next support at SPX2100. 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth (McLellan Oscillator and Summation Index for S&P500 shown) remain negative and points down: 

more stocks are declining then advancing. Breadth resistance, the black dotted trendline, was however taken out 

this week, which is a positive development. But, the SI has not generated a buy signal crossover yet, albeit its RSI5 is 

once again extremely oversold. From last weekend’s update we can recall that at SI levels <0, good intermediate to 

long term buy signals are generated; especially considering the extremely oversold conditions we’re experiencing. 

The latter means breadth can’t drop much lower for much longer and will have to turn around rather sooner than 

later: so will then price. 

Figure 5. SPX-MO and SPX-SI: both remain in sell mode, but SPX-SI is once again extremely oversold. 
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We did a new type of analyses on the % of stocks in the S%P500 above their 50 day MA (SPXA50R) we used the 600d 

SMA as the long term average (57) and calculated 1 and 2 standard deviation (stdev) levels from that. What we 

found is that the SPA50R is now more than 1 stdev below its average, and in fact got close to its -2 stdev level 

recently. Long term buy signals are generated from these levels and with the 5-day SMA now turning back up, we 

may be on the cusp of such a signal. Although we’d prefer to see positive divergence develop between price and the 

SPXA50R, as in early 2016; it is not required for a significant bottom (See BREXIT low in June). Instead, a move back 

above the mean will be a strong buy signal (see late-February and early-July; vertical black lines) in addition to all 

other buy signals we’ll get or have by then. 

Figure 6. S&P500 % of stocks above their 50d SMA almost 2 standard deviations below its long term average. 
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Miscellaneous 

Instead of showing the Long Term- and Short Term SMAs charts, we wanted to focus on indirect (and contrarian) 

evidence: market sentiment and fund allocation. Sentiment first: believe it or not, but the percent Bulls in AAII’s 

weekly sentiment survey came out even lower than last week (-1,7%), while the percentage of bearish investors was 

even higher (+ 4.1%); 23.7% vs 37.8%. Historical averages are 38.5% and 30.5%. Per AAII: “Optimism was last lower 

on June 22, 2016 (22.0%). This week's drop puts optimism below its historical average for the 50th consecutive week 

and the 83rd out of the past 85 weeks. This week's bullish sentiment reading ranks as the 104th lowest reading out 

of the more than 1,500 weekly results recorded during the 29-year history of our weekly survey.” In conclusion: 

there’s barely a bull left and markets don’t top with such sour sentiment. They Rally.  

To add to this thesis, please take a look at the Fund Manager Cash levels per the September Bank of America-Merrill 

Lynch Global Fund Manager Survey. Cash holdings are at record highs: 2nd highest reading since 2001. Even higher 

than during the 2008/2009 market crash and any market correction post and prior (black arrows).  

Figure 7. Fund Manager Cash Levels at record highs that historically coincide with bottoms not tops. Source: 

file:///C:/Users/pate003/Documents/Intelligent%20Investing%20Files/pics/BoA%20FMS%20August%202016.pdf  

 

 

 

Indeed nobody seems to believe in this market anymore. 

Less than 1 in 4 individual investors are bullish and large 

institutional funds are at record cash: contrarian 

enough!? Rally time!? 

http://www.aaii.com/sentimentsurvey
http://www.aaii.com/sentimentsurvey
file:///C:/Users/pate003/Documents/Intelligent%20Investing%20Files/pics/BoA%20FMS%20August%202016.pdf
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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